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In a previous preprint, [2], reproduced here within the appendix in its revised version,
we were confronted, to reach the validity of the second law of thermodynamics for an
unique collapse of an unique quantum object, to the necessity of an ensemble of mea-
sures to be accomplished within copies of identical isolated systems. The validity of
the second law of thermodynamics within the context of the wave function collapse was
sustained by the large number of microstates related to a given collapsed state. Now,
we will consider just one pure initial state containing just one initial state of the quan-
tum subsystem, not an ensemble of identically prepared initial quantum subsystems,
e.g., just one photon from a very low intensity beam prepared with an equiprobable
eigenset containing two elements, an unique observation raising two likelihood out-
comes. Again, we will show the statistical interpretation must prevail, albeit the quan-
tum subsystem being a singular, unique, pure state element within its unitary quantum
subsystem ensemble set. This feature leads to an inherent probabilistic character, even
for a pure one-element quantum subsystem object.
1 A toy: the fair coin eigenset
Let a two-state coin, ﬁfty-ﬁfty, with eigenset f1;2g, be our
quantum subsystem. The initial state of this unique subsys-
tem reads:
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The eigenstates 1 and 2 are dierent eigenstates.
The unique element [given by eqn. (1)] subsystem plus
an unique ideal apparatus subsystem  will deﬁne an isolated
system. The memory state of the subsystem apparatus is ini-
tially empty, and the initial state of the system is:
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After a measure operator U acting on 	 
 jt=0, the system
propagates forward in time to the (t = )-state, the collapsed
state for short:
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The observer is represented by the  apparatus subsystem,
being in its own Hilbert state space H. Since [1] and [2]
are dierent states belonging to H, these apparatus states are
mutually exclusive in H.
 How many ﬁnal microstates of the isolated system are
there?
The answer depends on which space the apparatus  resides.
For , the collapsed microstate is a member of H. The state
given by the eqn. (4) cannot be observed in H, hence can-
not be counted from H by the apparatus subsystem. There
are two possible ﬁnal states for the hypothetical one-element
measure that are members of H, [1] and [2], but both
cannot be obtained at the same time. The collapse evolves
but just one member of H subsists as an equilibrium appara-
tus subsystem state after the collapse. The entropy of a ﬁnal
collapsed state [k] in H() is zero, since, under an one-
element measure with an unique initial quantum coin state
given by eqn. (1), there is just one manner to obtain the [k]
collapsed state, since the other equally like manner leads to
a dierent collapsed state and should not be considered as
being another microstate of the same [k]. But both the pos-
sible collapsed states leads to a same ﬁnal null entropy. This
unique object measure leads to reversible collapse, since the
variation of entropy between states is null in any case. We
will see this unique object quantum subsystem must be re-
lated to a global statistical context.
Choosing an unique coin to accomplish an unique mea-
sure, one is establishing there exists just an unique way to
obtain the initial coin, to construct the initial coin. But, in
fact, there is not. You may make the same coin with another
bunch of metallic atoms. We do not take it into account, since
a set of identical elements is an unitary set, being irrelevant
which element we use to accomplish the measure. But two
distinct but identical coins do not necessarily lead to identical
outcomes. Hence, if one takes into account the identical man-
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ners, including the previous global context within the Uni-
verse, from which the system may evolve to the collapse, one
does not modify the initial null entropy of the system, since
identical coins are identical coins into the input (t = 0) but not
necessarily identical coins from the output (t = ). Suppose
you may construct the unique coin only from two dierent
ways, W1 or W2. Via W1, there is one possible microstate for
each collapsed result as observed by [1] or [2] in the ap-
paratus subsystem reality. In the apparatus reality, the initial
number of microstates of the system is also vanished, since
the initial number of microstates is 1  1 (in the apparatus
world, we do not describe the system via eqn. (3), since this
is an object that is not an element of H. The initial state
of the quantum subsystem, our coin, given by the eqn. (1),
is unique for [void]. Initially, there is just one possibility for
each subsystem state in the apparatus reality, hence w0 = 11
is the initial number of microstates of the [global] system as
observed within the apparatus reality. The apparatus dialec-
tics does not handle objects like the ones in the eqns. (3) and
(4).). Analogously, via W2, there is one possible microstate
for each collapsed state. But, when W1 and W2 are taken
into consideration, two possible microstates emerge for each
collapsed state, with the same initial null entropy.
When one accomplishes an one-element collapse experi-
ment with various identical initial quantum subsystems (e.g.,
taking W1 and W2 into consideration), the result is one be-
tween the possible ones from identical objects (indistinguish-
able coins). A particular collapse result turns out to be in-
serted in a global probabilistic context related to the various
identical manners by which the Universe may evolve from
the past to their states in which there exist identical isolated
experiments to be initiated at t = 0, in virtue of the entropic
evolution of the Universe. The Universe entropically evolves
under their various possibilities, and two dierent manners
to construct a same coin are dierent ways under which the
Universe may evolve to a same initial coin state, hence the
null entropy, but not necessarily to the same collapsed state.
Hence, even an isolated collapse from an unique coin has a
global statistical context related to the dierent manners the
Universe might have evolved, and an unique coin exhibits its
global statistical bias. Since the Universe is large, a given ini-
tial subsystem, our two-state coin initial quantum subsystem,
has a miriad of possible histories up to t = 0, say N1, but with
none of these manners giving a dierent object, all giving the
same 	 at t = 0. Analogously, one has, as [void] possible
initial states, a bag with N2 identical elements, all given by
[void]. When you isolate the system, you obtain an isolated
bag with N1  N2 identical elements given by the eqn. (3).
The number of microstates related to this bag is w0 = 1. The
number of microstates related to [k] is not wf = 1 anymore,
but [2]:
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being N1N2 the number of ﬁnal histories of collapse, where
the histories are, now, being instantaneously counted at ,
within the Universe entropic evolution.
Taking into account the the dierent manners by which
an initial subsystem may be obtained does not change the
probability of a given collapsed state, conversely, deﬁnes it
via a natural frequentist interpretation within a global con-
text. The probability associated to a given collapsed state
when an unique experiment is accomplished with an unique
one-element initial state is the one associated to the frequen-
tist interpretation taking into account the various manners to
construct the initial state. Since the Universe may provide in-
ﬁnitely many manners to construct an isolated system, when
one takes an exemplar into account, the probabilistical char-
acter is inherent to individual processes, since a particular re-
sult resides within a global statistical context related to dier-
ent states of the Universe that leads to the same initial isolated
system. Even a single photon within a low intensity beam
may be constructed by dierent manners. A single photon
does not know this, obviously, but it behaves under a global
statistical context related to the dierent manners by which
the Universe may evolve to that in which a beam of a single
photon is within an isolated system with an apparatus.
There are not two ﬁnal microstates, [1] and [2], for
the collapsed apparatus, and one should not say the entropy
variation is S = kln2   kln1, since dierent microstates
are physically distinguishable a posteriori, carrying dierent
measurable physical properties, encapsulated within the dif-
ference between the eigenvectors [1] and [2]. In fact, an
unique one-element collapse is a reversible process for quan-
tum initial subsystems with just an unique element. But it
is very dicult to observe, since the Universe entropically
evolves among a miriad of possibilities leading to identical
initial quantum subsystems, inserting an individual measure
withintheUniverse’sentropyevolutionstatisticalcontext, be-
ing the number of ﬁnal collapsed microstates of a given col-
lapsed state greater than 1, leading to an irreversible collapse
even with a single photon beam as initial quantum subsystem,
e.g., since this single photon within the beam turns out to be
in a context of a very large number of available microstates
for each possible collapsed state, a context in which the ﬁnal
entropy of a given collapsed state is greater than the initial
null entropy.
2 Appendix: comments on the entropy of the wave
function collapse
2.1 The Boltzmann formula: a source of misconception
for a reckless vision
At a ﬁrst glance [1], one may think the wave function collapse
violates the second law of thermodynamics, since a quantum
system prepared as a superposition of eigenstates of a given
operator suddenly undergoes to a more restrictive state. But
this is not the case, in virtue of the fact that a superposition
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and a eigenstate are states on equal footing. The use of the
Boltzmann formula:
S = klnw; (6)
for the entropy S of a thermodynamically closed system
leads, at a ﬁrst glance, to the impression that the entropy
should have a greater value before the collapse, under an erro-
neous assumption that the initial number, w0, of microstates,
w, should be greater than the ﬁnal number of microstates,
wf, in virtue of the needed quantity of eigenstates, w0 > 1,
used to construct the wave function before the collapse, in
contrast to the apparent wf = 1 after the collapse, where
k = 1:38  10 23 JK 1 is the Boltzmann constant. We will
see that the converse occurs. Furthermore, one should, ﬁrstly,
deﬁne the thermodynamically closed system as consisting of
two subsystems: the quantum object subsystem plus the clas-
sical apparatus subsystem.
2.2 A simple solution for this apparent paradox
Consider a quantum subsystem 	 [4]: prepared as a superpo-
sition of the n eigenstates fkg, with 1  k  n, of a given
operator  with ﬁnite non-degenerated spectrum:
	 = a1 1 +  + an n =
n X
k=1
ak k; (7)
where:
ak =
Z
V

k	dV; (8)
is the inner product the Hilbert state space is equipped with.
The * denotes the complex conjugation and dV the elementar
volume of the physical space V of a given representation.
Up to the measure, before the interaction between a clas-
sical apparatus subsystem, designed to obtain observable ein-
genvalues of the operator , and a quantum subsystem 	
givenbyeqn. (7), thereexistsjustonemicrostateoftheglobal
system consisted by apparatus subsystem plus quantum sub-
system, since thesetwosubsystems arenot initially correlated
and the initial microstate of the quantum subsystem 	 is just
the unique state 	 as well the initial microstate of the classi-
cal apparatus subsystem is the unique one in which it has no
registered eigenvalue.
Hence, in virtue of the initial independence of the subsys-
tems, the initial microstate of the global thermodynamically
closed system has multiplicity w0 = 1  1 = 1, being the ini-
tial entropy of the global system given by:
S 0 = kln1 = 0; (9)
in virtue of the eqn. (6).
One may argue the initial state of the classical appara-
tus subsystem has got a multiplicity greater than 1, since this
subsystem seems to have internal modes compatible with an
empty memory. We emphasize this is not the case, since the
state of the memory deﬁnes the apparatus state, being this
state an empty one in spite of any apparatus internal modes
before an accomplished measure. The same comment is
valid for the quantum subsystem, since the state of this sub-
system is 	, previously deﬁned by the superposition of a 
operator eigenstates, fkg, being the object 	 an unique one.
These objects, by deﬁnition, are initially constrained to these
deﬁned states, and one does not need to take into account the
dierent manners by which these subsystems should equally
evolve to their respective initial states.
Once a measure is accomplished, there will exist n pos-
sible eigenvalues to be registered within the memory of the
classical apparatus subsystem, viz., since there are n dierent
ﬁnal situations for the global system, where n is the number
ofnon-degeneratedeigenvectorsoftheoperator. Areckless
short-term analysis would lead to the conclusion that the ﬁ-
nal number of microstates of the global system, wf, should be
wf = n, since it seems to be the number of ways by which a ﬁ-
nalcollapsedstateisreached. Butsuchaconclusioniswrong,
since the ﬁnal state is not simply a collapsed one with a la-
bel on it. Dierently from a case in which a pair of unbiased
dice is thrown, where a particular result of a throw of dice is
not physically dierent from any other result, except for the
labels on them, a given collapsed state encapsulates physical
content. Each collapsed state is a dierent ﬁnal state with
its characteristic multiplicity, and one should not enroll the
possible collapsed states within a same bag with wf = n pos-
sible collapsed elements. Comparing with the throw of dice
case, if you erased the dice numbers, their labels, you could
not infer the dierence between the results, but the physical
content within the collapsed wave function result would lead
one to infer the dierence between dierent results, between
dierent outcomes of collapse of 	.
 Dierent physical characteristics imply dierent out-
comes for the wave function collapse and deﬁne evolu-
tions from the initial global system to new states of the
global system, instead of dierent conﬁgurations for a
same ﬁnal state.
In the throw of dice example, the dierent outcomes are dif-
ferent conﬁgurations of a same ﬁnal state. If the collapsed
The irrelevance of the apparatus internal modes compatible with a
given apparatus memory state asserts the hypothesis of an unbiased ap-
paratus subsystem. Any result to be measured by the apparatus subsys-
tem must have the same number of equally like apparatus microstates. If
some result was related to a dierent number of apparatus compatible mi-
crostates, the results with the maximal number of apparatus compatible mi-
crostates would be biased. The collapse should not be caused by apparata
biases. In virtue of this hypothesis, one may neglect the apparatus inter-
nal modes compatible with a particular apparatus memory state, since the
same number of internal modes is common to all the memory states, and
the variation of entropy cancels out the same common number (say wa):
S = S f   S0 = kln

wf  wa

  kln(1  1  wa) = klnwf   kln(1  1),
where wf is the number of microstates of a given ﬁnal state of the global iso-
lated system in which the apparatus has registered the respective collapsed
state, considering the apparatus memory state as its unique degree of free-
dom.
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wave function was a state with n dierent possible conﬁgu-
rations for this same collapsed state, the ﬁnal number of mi-
crostates would be wf = n, but this is not the case.
For the collapsed states, the multiplicities of the possible
ﬁnal results are not necessarily the same, since they depend
on the outcome probabilities of their respective eigenvalues.
Let p be the label of the eigenvalue with the least reliable
(, 0) outcome probability. The outcome probability of a
given eigenvalue is given by Max Born’s rule, from which
the least probability, of the p-labeled eigenvalue, is simply
given by a
pap, where [see eqn. (8)]:
a
pap =
    
Z
V

p	dV
    
2
, 0: (10)
Applying a frequentist interpretation for the probability,
the least multiplicity of microstates isy Na
pap, where N is
the quantity of state-balls within an a posteriori interpreted
quantum-subsystem-urn (we are emphasizing that the inter-
action with the classical apparatus subsystem permits a clas-
sicalz, under the frequentist sense, a posteriori, interpretation
of probabilities, since any quantum eects of probabilistic su-
perposition of amplitudes cease after the collapse, permitting
a frequentist interpretation via Born’s rule). Such a frequen-
tist interpretation requires N ! 1, i.e., inﬁnitely many mea-
sures to be accomplished on identical quantum subsystems
by the classical apparatus subsystem, but we will back to this
point later.
The least ﬁnal entropy of the global system, related to the
outcome probability of the p-labeled eigenvalue, reads:
S f = kln

Na
pap

: (11)
From the eqns. (9) and (11), the least possible entropy varia-
tion turns out to be:
S = S f   S 0 = kln

Na
pap

: (12)
From the eqn. (12), we infer that the second law of thermo-
dynamics holds i:
Na
pap  1 ) a
pap 
1
N
; (13)
If ap = 0, the respective eigenstate p, within the superposition repre-
senting 	 [see eqn. (7)], turns out to be an impossible collapsed state. Such
consideration would be totally void, since the ﬁnal microstate associated to
it would never occur, being S = kln0   kln1 =  1 [see eqns. (6) and
(9)] a violation of the second law of thermodynamics, in accordance with the
impossibility of a ﬁnal microstate with ap = 0.
ySee the discussion leading to the eqns. (19) and (20), regarding the
meaning of N.
zHere, the classical designation resides within the counting process after
the collapse. We are not saying the ﬁnal collapsed state leads to a classical
interpretation of the quantum object, we are emphasizing that the dialec-
tics after the collapse to interpret frequency of a given collapsed state is the
classical one via Born’s rule. One does not count quantum waves, but the
discrete signals of a collapsed object. Surely, alluding, e.g., to the double-slit
canonical example, the diraction pattern on the screen has not a discrete
counterpart, but the points on the screen, when the intensity of the source is
reduced, have and may be counted.
since N > 0. Now, we will prove the following theorem:
Theorem: The second law of thermodynamics holds for the
wave function collapse under a frequentist interpretation via
Max Born’s rule and, once accomplished the collapse, the
collapse is an irreversible phenomenon.
Proof: Suppose the converse, i.e., that the second law of ther-
modynamics does not hold for the wave function collapse un-
der a frequentist interpretation via Max Born’s rule. In virtue
of eqn. (12), one has:
S = S f   S 0 = kln

Na
pap

< 0 ) Na
pap < 1: (14)
Sincex ap , 0, N  1=(a
pap) violates the condition stated by
the eqn. (14). But N ! 1, in virtue of the frequentist inter-
pretation, hence N > 1=(a
pap), and the eqn. (14) is an absurd.
We conclude the second law of thermodynamics holds within
the terms of this theorem. The proof the collapse is an irre-
versible phenomenon follows as a corollary of this theorem.
In fact:
N > 1=(a
pap) ) Na
pap > 1 )
S = kln

Na
pap

> 0; (15)
and the collapse of the wave function is an irreversible phe-
nomenon, being S > 0 the entropy variation of the thermo-
dynamically closed system: quantum subsystem plus classi-
cal apparatus subsystem. 
Thelawoflargenumbersstatestheprobabilityofanevent
p, Pp, is given by the limit:
lim
N!1
PN
l=1 
p
l
N
= Pp ; (16)
where 
p
l assumes the value 1 when the event p occurs, or
zero otherwise. If a
pap  Pp , 0, the limit must obey:
lim
N!1
PN
l=1 
p
l
N
=
limN!1
PN
l=1 
p
l
limN!1 N
, 0: (17)
Fromeqn. (17), weconcludelimN!1
PN
l=1 
p
l cannotbeﬁnite,
since N grows without limit. Hence:
lim
N!1
N X
l=1

p
l > 1: (18)
Particularly, the eqn. (18) gives the number of microstates of
the p-labelled eigenstate, proving the above theorem. Rigor-
ously, one should substitute:
N ! N +
f(N)
a
pap
; (19)
xRemember the reliability deﬁning the p-labeled eigenstate, see eqn.
(10) again and its inherent paragraph.
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within the above theorem proof, with:
lim
N!1
f(N)
N
= 0: (20)
Such choice leads to:
N X
l=1

p
l = Na
pap =
 
N +
f(N)
a
pap
!
a
pap =
= N
 
a
pap +
f(N)
N
!
)
(21)
PN
l=1 
p
l
N
= a
pap +
f(N)
N
: (22)
Taking the limit N ! 1 in eqn. (22), we recover the law of
large numbers. Taking the limit N ! 1 in eqn. (21), one
obtains in virtue of the eqn. (18):
lim
N!1
N X
l=1

p
l = lim
N!1
 
N +
f(N)
a
pap
!
a
pap > 1; (23)
therefore
lim
N!1
 
N +
f(N)
a
pap
!
>
1
a
pap
: (24)
Eqn. (24) is the argument used to prove the theorem, as one
infers from the eqn. (19).
3 Conclusion
Finally, we conclude the reversible collapse of the wave func-
tion is an extremely rare statistical phenomenon. Once a col-
lapse is reached, it is irreversible since there are a miriad of
indistinguishable but distinct outcomes that may be equally
reached, leading to a large number of Universe microstates
with this same collapsed result. Hence, if one seeks to over-
come the collapse: there exist fundamental issues to bypass.
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